Summary of the Fishing Resources article in the Spring 2011 issue of the Bay Lake Breezes:

(The complete article will be in the Breezes and a copy will be posted on BayLake.org.)

Bay Lake is blessed with Good Fishing! Excellent Crappies and Bass. OK Sunfish. But Walleyes are almost non-existent. The problem is an overabundance of small hammer handle Northern Pike.

Over the past 8 years BLIA has aggressively worked with the DNR to increase Walleye stocking and to develop a plan to control the Northern Pike population without success. If the imbalance doesn't improve within the next few years, the DNR may give up on Walleye stocking in Bay Lake.

BLIA will continue working with the DNR.

Gary Malek, BLIA Fishing Resources Committee Chairperson